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OHIO EPA’S MANAGEMENT OF ANNUAL HW REPORT DATA

Paula Canter, Annual Report Coordinator

Ohio has always been a translator and since the 1995 cycle uses forms that are based on, but not
identical to, US EPA’s.  Ohio’s instructions and forms are in PDF format on the Division of
Hazardous Waste Management’s Web page at www.epa.state.oh.us/dhwm, under Publications.

DHWM is currently in the midst of a two year project to replace our usage of RCRIS with a new
Oracle system that ties into an agencywide core database.  Information common to all media
programs will be stored in core while program-specific data is in a separate but related system. 
DHWM’s new system is called DRUMS.  The Annual Report component is the first scheduled
for completion so that electronic reporting is available to respondents for the 1999 cycle.  The
attached “business rules” were drafted by Paula as part of the requirements.  The screens and
business rules will be the same for the implementor version and the electronic reporting software,
referred to as the DEM (Data Entry Module).  The only major differences are the administrative
functions that the implementor needs, such as mailing list creation, file management, and printing
numerous reports.

Note that many of the business rule checks are warning statements, not fatal errors. 
Unfortunately much editing is based on contextual clues and the knowledge of the reviewer.  A
human’s intervention is still needed for quality data.  When reviewing system type codes for
shipments, Ohio relies heavily on a spreadsheet of national receiving facilities that Paula created
based on data from BRS and other reliable sources (see sample page in this handout).  It is part of
the instruction booklet and hopefully will be incorporated in the DEM.  The system type code for
shipments is the most frequently corrected element of the report.

DEM users will have the ability to store multiple years of reports and can also manage reports for
more than one site.  Consultants will supply the file(s) to the client, who can then review it and
send it to EPA after using a PIN to certify it.  There are plans for an agencywide PIN application
since other programs are also implementing electronic reporting and it would be more practical
for each site to have one PIN to keep track of.
The implementor chooses reports to review and invokes the business rule check from a “holding
area”.  The report original is permanently stored as a document in the system, whether it comes in
electronically or is keyed from paper by the implementor.  Any revisions invoke the
establishment of a second document, the working copy of the report that will be used from then
on.  The fact that we are moving away from paper and are decentralizing data access makes this
crucial.  An audit report based on the business rules can be sent to the respondent, listing the
errors fixed or asking them to supply corrections.

Facilities have always had the option to send data via ASCII file.  Currently, most of the TSD
facilities are taking advantage of this.  A chronic problem is that they are not completely
following the structural specifications or they have not done sufficient QA checks (e.g., invalid
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form codes).  By using the DEM they can load the ASCII file themselves rather than sending it to
Ohio EPA, forcing them to deal with the problems directly.

Based on Ohio’s trade secret law, most TSD facilities claim confidentiality for customer
identification information.  Any vendor who deals with a state that has this situation must create
a flag for such data and prevent it from being displayed in anything that will become public. 
Ohio also has some data elements on the report that aren’t present on US EPA’s, a waste
minimization comment box and end of year storage data for permitted facilities.

Most of the report printouts Ohio uses were created by staff using InfoMaker to query the
existing Oracle system ARTIST.  Some samples are attached to this handout.  Ohio receives
numerous requests for a statewide shipment report since there is no manifest tracking system. 
Paula prepares a detailed summary of the Annual Report data which can be found on the Web
page as the “General Statistics” report.  A wide range of reports are needed and flexibility and
ease of use are important.

Ohio is increasingly asked to provide electronic report data to a requestor who does not have the
time or ability to work with the standard BRS file translation format.  We have recently begun to
offer three dbf files containing the site identification and shipment information.  A vendor may
want to consider offering different export capabilities.  

ARTIST is less than ideal in many ways but the knowledge gained has enabled us to design a
better system within DRUMS.  If you have any questions, contact Paula at (614) 644-2923, or
send e-mail to paula.canter@epa.state.oh.us.
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OHIO’S BUSINESS RULE LOGIC - Draft

Form IC

Logic Check Type Audit Statement

If Gen Status = LQG, then total generated has to be
more than 2200 pounds.   Exception:  If one of the waste
codes begins with a P, only 2.2 lbs triggers LQG status.

Stop The generator status you selected on Form IC does not
match the total quantity generated as listed on the GM
forms.  Verify quantities and check the generator size
definitions.

If Gen Status = SQG and GM forms were submitted, the
total amount generated should be greater than 220 lbs
but less than 13.2 tons (2200 lbs x 12 months).

Stop Ditto

If Gen Status = CESQG and GM forms were submitted,
the total amount generated should not be greater than
2640 pounds (220 lbs x 12 months).

Stop Ditto

If Gen Status = Non-gen, one or more of the Reasons for
Not Generating has to be checked.

Stop One or more Reasons for Not Generating have not been
checked.

If On-Site Waste Management is not a 1 for both storage
and TDR, check to see if any GM form has Section 2 on-
site system 1 info.  

Warn Form IC On-Site Waste Mgmt responses indicate you
manage waste on-site, but there are no GM forms with
such data in Section 2.  Please verify.

Form GM

Logic Check Type Audit Statement

If Ship=Y, sum for this form page the total shipped and
compare to Sec 2 Box B, total generated for the year.  If
they are not the same, produce audit statement.

Warn For this GM form, the total shipped is different from
the total generated.  If this is accurate, ignore this
message.  If they should be identical, check the
quantities you have entered.

System Type Code checks for shipments:  Compare
against receiving facilities spreadsheet.  The logic on this
is a little tricky but worth including due to data quality
gains.  If the facility only does storage/transfer (M141),
for example, then these are Stops.  Info on some facilities
is more sketchy (category level) and should be a Warn. 

Warn
Stop

The System Type Code supplied for the receiving
facility does not correspond with reference information
Ohio EPA has compiled.  The System Type Code
should represent the handling method used by the
initial receiver, not the final destination.  Please verify
this information.

Off-Site Availability Code should always be a 1 except
for specific receiving facilities (supply list).

Warn Verify the Off-Site Availability Code in the shipment
section.

If Source Code=A53, A56, A61-A69, the Origin Code
should be a 2.

Stop The Source Code listed indicates the Origin Code
should be a 2.  Investigate and change either the Source
or the Origin.

If the Origin Code=2, the Source Code should be A53,
A56, or A61-A69.

Stop If the Origin Code=2, the Source Code should be A53,
A56, or A61-A69.  Investigate and change either the
Origin or the Source.

If the Origin Code=5, the Source Code probably should
be A71-A89.

Warn The Origin Code listed is a 5, indicating a residual from
treatment, disposal, or recycling.  Therefore the Source
Code should be from the Pollution Control or Waste
Treatment Processes category.
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If the Origin Code=4, Section 2 Box B, quantity
generated in the current year, should be 0.  

Stop An Origin Code of 4 indicates off-site receipt and
subsequent storage/transfer.  Therefore the generation
quantity should be 0.  Only commercial receiving
facilities should use Origin Code=4.

If the Origin Code=4, there should not be any on-site
process system info in Section 2.

Stop The on-site process information in Section 2 does not
match the Origin Code=4 definition.  Investigate and
correct.

If the Origin Code=5, the System Type Code cannot be
blank.

Stop A System Type Code must be listed for residuals from
TDR processes if the Origin Code=5.

If the Origin Code=1-4, the System Type Code has to be
blank.

Stop A System Type Code should not be listed for Origin
Codes 1-4.  Verify the Origin Code.

If the description contains the word “batteries” or
“battery”, the Form Code should be B309.

Warn The Form Code for batteries is B309.

The only sites that regularly have RCRA-radioactive
mixed waste are (supply list).  

Warn You have indicated that the waste is RCRA-radioactive
mixed.  Is this correct?

If the description contains the words “off-spec”, “off
spec”, “out-of-date”, “out of date”, “outdated”, or
“obsolete”, the Source Code should be A57 or A58.

Warn Source Codes A57 or A58 should be listed for off-spec
material or out-of-date products or chemicals.

If the description contains the words “still bottom”, the
Origin Code probably should be a 5 and the Source
Code A71-A89.

Warn The words “Still Bottom” indicate that you have a
waste TDR  process.  If the waste is a residual from
TDR, the Origin Code is a 5 and requires a System
Type Code.

If the description contains the words “still bottom”, the
Form Code probably should be B601, B602, or B40X.

Warn The words “Still Bottom” indicate that the Form Code
should be B601,  B602, or in the organic solids
category, B40X.

If the description contains the words “lab pack”, the
Form Code should be B001-B009.

Warn The Form Codes for lab packs are B001-B009.

Density and Density Unit of Measure can’t be blank if
the Unit of Measure is volumetric (G, L, or Y). 

Stop If the Unit of Measure is gallons, liters, or yards, the
density and its unit of measure in lbs/gal or sg must be
provided.

Receiving facilities or transporters in a foreign country
should have “FC” ID numbers listed.  DEM should have
a look-up for these. 

Warn The receiving facility/transporter listed is in a foreign
country.  Look up the appropriate “FC” Foreign
Country ID number for this company.

Each GM page must have a different page number. Stop Each Form GM must have a unique page number.

If the description contains the words “blended fuel” or
“fuel”, it should be listed as a residual from treatment,
Origin Code=5 and System Type Code=M061.

Warn Fuel blending residuals should be reported with an
Origin Code of 5 and a System Type Code of M061.

If one of the waste codes begins with a P, or is F020-23,
F026, or F027, AND the Form Code is a lab pack (B001-
3 or B009), the Form Code should be B004.

Stop The Form Code for lab packs containing acute
hazardous wastes is B004.

Check for duplicate pages.  These would have same
Form Code, Source Code, Origin Code, and
qty_curr_yr.

Warn There are one or more GM forms with duplicate Origin
Code, Source Code, Form Code, and generation
quantity.  Verify and correct if necessary.
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If the quantity generated in the current year is 0, is there
an on-site process system or shipment data?

Warn Is submittal of this form necessary?  The generation
quantity is 0 and there is no shipment or on-site
management data.

If the Source Code is an “Other” - A19, A29, A49, A59,
A69, A89, A99 - did they explain in the comment
section?

Warn It is suggested that an explanation be provided in the
comment section for “Other” Source Codes.

If the Form Code is an “Other” - B009, B119, B219,
B319, B409, B519, B609 - did they explain in the
comment section?

Warn It is suggested that an explanation be provided in the
comment section for “Other” Form Codes.

If the System Type Code is “Other” or “Type Unknown”
- M014, M019, M024, M029, M032, M039, M049,
M059, M078, M079, M085, M089, M094, M099, M109,
M119, M125, M129, M137 - did they explain in the
comment section?

Warn The System Type Code selected is an “Other” or “Type
unknown”.  It is suggested that an explanation be
provided in the comment section if the receiving facility
is out of state.

At least one waste code must be listed. Stop At least one valid US EPA RCRA waste code must be
listed. 

The waste code(s) must be valid as compared to lookup
table.

Stop An invalid US EPA RCRA waste code has been
entered.  Codes for state-specific or non-hazardous
waste are not accepted.

Cross-check with OI:  receiving facility in Section 3 is
not listed as a TSD on the OI form.  It may be listed as a
transporter (correctly or not) or missing from OI totally.

Stop A facility listed as a receiver in Section 3 is not listed as
such on the Form OI.  Check the entries on Form OI;
add the facility or  verify the handler type boxes.

Validity check for Density UOM.  For a Density UOM of
lbs/gal, is the value < 4 or greater than 15?

Warn The Density listed may be out of range for the Unit of
Measure pounds/gallon (lbs/gal).  Are the Density and
Unit of Measure correct?

Validity check for Density UOM.  For a Density UOM of
sg, is the value >4?

Warn The Density listed may be out of range for the Unit of
Measure specific gravity (sg).  Are the Density and Unit
of Measure correct?

In Section 2, the On-site Systems shouldn’t have
identical quantities.  Check to see if qty 1 = qty 2.

Warn The quantities for On-site System 1 and On-site System
2 are identical.  Review the instructions; the systems
reported should be parallel methods, not sequential.

If the facility type = commerical receiving facility
(presence of WR forms), are there any GM pages with
an Origin Code other than 4?  There should be.

Warn There are no wastes with an Origin Code other than 4.
Didn’t this facility generate HW during the year?

Form OI

Logic Check Type Audit Statement

If the postal code is “CN”, this indicates a foreign country
and a FC ID should be listed.  

Warn The receiving facility/transporter listed is in a foreign
country.  Look up the appropriate “FC” Foreign
Country ID number for this company.

Receiving facilities or transporters in a foreign country
should have “FC” ID numbers listed.  (This same business
rule is in GM list.)

Warn
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Handlers should not be listed twice on the OI. Stop Only one entry per facility/EPA ID is allowed.  All
appropriate handler types should be marked on that
single entry.

Every receiver listed on the OI should also be on the GM. Stop One or more receiving facilities on  Form OI are not
listed on any of the GM Forms.  

Each OI page must have a different page number. Stop Each Form OI must have a unique page number.

There must be at least one transporter listed if Ship=Yes
on at least one Form GM.

Stop No transporters are listed on Form OI.

Form WR

Logic Check Type Audit Statement

The customer’s ID number should have a valid postal
code or “FC” as the first two characters in the ID.

Warn The customer’s ID number should have a valid postal
code or “FC” as the first two characters in the ID.

The customer’s ID should pass the check digit test unless
it’s a temporary ID.

Warn The customer’s ID does not pass US EPA’s validation
test for permanent ID numbers.  It may have a
typographical error.

The postal code in the customer’s ID should match the
postal code in the address.

Warn The postal code in the customer’s ID should match the
postal code in the address.  Verify the pickup location
address.

Quantity received can’t be 0. Stop The waste receipt quantity is listed as 0.

At least one waste code must be listed. Stop At least one valid US EPA RCRA waste code must be
listed. 

The waste code(s) must be valid as compared to lookup
table.

Stop An invalid US EPA RCRA waste code has been
entered.  Codes for state-specific or non-hazardous
waste are not accepted.

Each WR page must have a different page number. Stop Each Form WR must have a unique page number.

Validity check for Density UOM.  For a Density UOM of
lbs/gal, is the value < 4 or greater than 15?

Warn The Density listed may be out of range for the Unit of
Measure pounds/gallon (lbs/gal).  Are the Density and
Unit of Measure correct?

Validity check for Density UOM.  For a Density UOM of
sg, is the value >4?

Warn The Density listed may be out of range for the Unit of
Measure specific gravity (sg).  Are the Density and Unit
of Measure correct?

Density and Density Unit of Measure can’t be blank if
the Unit of Measure is volumetric (G, L, or Y).

Stop If the Unit of Measure is gallons, liters, or yards, the
density and its unit of measure in lbs/gal or sg must be
provided.

If one of the waste codes begins with a P, or is F020-23,
F026, or F027, AND the Form Code is a lab pack (B001-
3 or B009), the Form Code should be B004.

Stop The Form Code for lab packs containing acute
hazardous wastes is B004.












